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Lufthansa Customer Relations <customer.relations@lufthansa.com> Wed, Jan 5, 2022 at 11:40 AM
Reply-To: Lufthansa Customer Relations <customer.relations@lufthansa.com>
To: alaabarazi@gmail.com

Dear Alaa Al Barazi,

 

Thank you for your message dated December 30, 2021.

 

We are sorry to hear that you were unable to pick up your baggage in your trip.

 

We can imagine how stressful this must have been for you. We sincerely apologize for the delayed delivery of your
baggage as well as the associated inconveniences.

 

Liability for baggage is clearly regulated by law, and we must fulfil certain criteria in order to be able to meet your
request for compensation. The passenger must indicate the damage amount and prove it with the help of receipts,
e.g. sales receipts or credit card receipts. We would request you to kindly resend the receipts, as the receipts sent by
you are not clear.

 

We hope for your understanding that we cannot pay damage compensation under these circumstances. We
nevertheless hope to welcome you on board a Lufthansa flight again soon.

 

 

Sincerely,

 

Ankita Agarwal

 

For your information:

- Please make sure to always include our eight digit Feedback ID if you are answering to our correspondence. You can find the Feedback ID in
the subject of this email.

- For attachments please note the following restrictions: max. 6 each 2MB in size, allowed formats: .pdf, .jpg, or .jpeg.

______________________________________
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Alaa Barazi <alaabarazi@gmail.com> Wed, Jan 5, 2022 at 8:41 PM
To: Lufthansa Customer Relations <customer.relations@lufthansa.com>

Hi,

How to make the receipts clear ? What do you mean that they are not clear ? You can't see the text or what exactly?

This is really weird reply. You have delayed my bag for three days and then after many days you send a stresfull email
which claim that Lufthansa"imagine how stresfull this has been to me". I have waited for my bag like one hour in the
airport and then went to info and then to Lufthansa to realize that the bag was not delivered . You didn't respect your
customers by sending someone from your side to inform the passengers that their bags will not be delivered today.
Your representative in the airport said buy whatever you may need until the bag is delivered and send us the receipts.
No more explanation was given to me . I asked how much and she said whatever needed. You delayed the delivery
for many days. You delaied the reply to my email for compensations many days . Everytime i called your delivery
company i needed to wait tens of minutes and now you send me a vague email saying the receipts are not  "clear".

If you would like this to be sent according to standardized "clear" method then you may have sent me a template to fill
or explain whatever that is considered "clear" to you.

In addition to the things the I have purchased, i expect that I need compensations for the time that I have spent
waiting for my baggage, waiting on hold contacting you, writing emails to you and contacting your delivery company.

Just saying 'Resend receipts" and "reciepts are not clear" is not acceptable nor professional way of communicaton.
You need to explain exactly and precisely what is needed to be done and respect my time by giving clear instructions
at first place! I don't want to spend alot of effort with back and forth emails specially when you are taking a lot of time
to answer. Please resolve this ASAP.

Regards,
Alaa
[Quoted text hidden]
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